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o I’m bicycling around Washington DC a few weekends ago
(as I normally do when I’m there), passing all the monuments and museums, when it dawns on me that I had not yet
visited the National Museum of the American Indian. Visiting
hours had just started, and I contemplated entering several times
by circling around the building before making the decision to go
for it and prepare to spend a few hours in the exhibit. Ever feel
like the universe, God, whom or whatever you designate - is
drawing you in for a reason?
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Next meeting
Wednesday June 6th 6PM
Brush Barn
Annual Picnic
Note the early time
(see last page for picnic
notes)
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Not one minute after I’m in, I spot from 100 feet away a 10’ board of beautiful wood. I might as well have
had blinders on; I bee-lined right for it. As I approach, I feel my heart race a little as I seem to recognize the
14” or so wide plank to be my favorite species, Hawaiian Koa. I must be mistaken; Koa is not native to
America. “Yes, it is Koa” a voice reassures me. Meet Tom “Pohaku” Stone from O’ahu, Hawaii. The
Smithsonian has flown him in to build a traditional surfboard and a Hawaiian sled for the museum’s Potomc
Atrium. “I even helped in recovering the tree from the forest” he tell me. A half hour later, we finish showing each other pictures of our respective projects in Koa, with mutual respect and admiration. “Grab a plane”,
Pohaku orders. You wouldn’t have to ask me twice. As we shape the sides to a 1/4” taper, me on one side,
Pohaku on the other, he explains that this surfboard will become a permanent part of the exhibit. “In the
Hawaiian tradition, everyone who works on a project like this must receive acknowledgement and be credited for their efforts”. My friends, I now have a piece that I worked on in the Smithsonian! I always knew I
would someday have this accolade, but imagined the first to be a complicated piece that took countless hours
to complete.
We were now drawing a crowd from the roped off area of the museum lobby; people asking questions and
Tom graciously answering and explaining the work while I made beautiful shavings beholden to the floor.
Close to nirvana would be my emotion at this moment. I asked Pohaku about the management of a surfboard
in this design, and he related that this was a small surfboard; some are 28’ or longer and used by a single person! I’m going to O’ahu next year to see him ride the waves. Pohaku is also willing to ship us small Koa limbs
and cut-offs in exchange for a nominal donation to cover his expenses. We have found yet another friend in
the LIW!
I did spend a few hours in the museum as I anticipated. Yet, I will need to return to actually see it, and the
surfboard on display!
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

STEVEN BLAKLEY

M

ike Daum opened the meeting at 7:12PM. “Ahem, ahem, ahem” said Mike, “Lot to do, lot to do.
Please grab a seat and those in the back row can stand.”

Mike reported there we obtained a bunch of tool cases - some with batteries and chargers, some with just batteries or just chargers. If you’re interested in them please look them over at the end of the night. Once again,
these were brought in by our resident Lowes tool expert, Steve Gazes, who received them from Lowes in Bay
Shore. There was one item, a woodworking vise donated by Adam Fisher which was raffled off. This vise
goes for $200.00 new, and the winning bid was $50.00. Thanks to Adam for this donation.
Exotic Woods USA is having a grand opening sale with a 15%-40% discount, on Friday, 5/18 from 10 AM
to 7 PM and Saturday 5/19 from 10 AM to 4 PM. Exotic Woods USA is located at 410 Larkfield Road, East
Northport, NY 11731. In addition, a member has plywood veneer in sizes from ¼” to ¾” in Oak, Maple
and Birch. He also has ½” and ¾” AC plywood and ¼” luan. All are 4x8 sheets. Call Pat at 631-431-4343.
Mike Josiah has Anchor Seal for sale. Call Mike at 631-758-3309 if you are interested in some Anchor Seal.
Richard Strickland is amending the items in his auction. To get on Richards email list, call him at (631) 6989861. There were a few new members in the club tonight, Roy (missed your last name Roy, sorry)who is
interested in wood carving and Mike Trietsch, who has been a member for a few years but is attending the
meeting for the first time.
Charlie James is conducting a workshop in the Brush Barn on Saturday, June 30. The topic will be joinery,
both by machine and by hand. The cost will be $30.00 and includes lunch. See Charlie to sign up for the
workshop.
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Mike D. reported he had some great news and some good news. The great news is that Old Bethpage Village
Restoration wants us back (they love us). The good news is that we have not gotten a confirmed date, but it
is tentative for November 10th and 11th. We still need a chairperson but Robert Coles will help out the new
volunteer. Dennis Taddeo reported on the gift shop and said that last year we did not have enough items to
sell. He is looking for more participation from the club members to make more of these items.
Mike called for a membership report and Joe Bottigliere reported there were 203 paid members. Mike
Luciano reported that the LIW is in good shape, everything paid, income tax filed and the bus ride cost the
LIW $566.00.
Mike D. then called for a report on the SIG’s. Richard Zimmerman reported that the last Wednesday of the
month is the Carving SIG and we are working on a Scandinavian Troll. Bob Schendorf reported that the
Cabinet makers meet on Tuesdays and that members will be bringing in their plans for tables either being
worked on or to be worked on. He also reported that his shop will
be open the first and third Tuesday (evening) for LICFM members.
Alain Tiercy reported the Scrollers meet on Thursday and the presentation will be on paper cutting patterns into scroll saw patterns.
Larry Wagner, for Toys for Tots, has plans for toys. They can be
found in the back after the meeting. So far they have over 180 toys
made in their first four sessions. Email Matt Stern if you are interested in participating. Steve Fulgoni reported next Thursday the
Woodturners will have a demonstration by Joe Pascucci and Ed
Maloney on making a flower. If you have a mini lathe, bring it to
the meeting.
For show and tell, Ed Piotrowski showed a mahogany platter he
made, which was designed by Doug Bartow. Charlie James showed
a real nice Adirondack chair made of Spanish Cedar and White
Oak. There were no joints on the chair, just screws and glue.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Robert Coles showed a drop leaf he made for a table he is working on. He installed a bread board edge.
Dennis Taddeo made a mahogany box on the scroll saw, a Carol Rothman design. Unfortunately, when his
wife saw it, he had to make a bunch more for her friends, relatives, etc. Ace Roman showed a cabriole leg
he made on the band saw. He made the template himself and made sure the radius was the exact size as the
sanding sleeve he has.
Mike D. reported that next month is the June picnic, and Jean Marie Piotrowski generously volunteered to
handle the details IF there were no changes from last year. Interestingly enough, the whole membership in
attendance voted that they wanted no changes at all! Prices will be discussed and the membership will be
notified.
It was now time for our feature presentation. Member Bill Leonhardt’s friend and long time workmate, John
Brodowski , who is a world class violin maker. He was proud to introduce him to our group. Jim started
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by saying he had two violins with him and he was passing one around. He brought some samples of this
tools, wood, planes, mini tools and molds for the instrument. Many of the tools Jim made himself from old
files. All violins are made from Spruce for the top; cherry for the bottom sides and neck and the ebony, pegs
and fingerboard and tail are ebony. Why are these woods used? They have been used from one of the finest
and first violins, such as Stradivarius, so why fool with perfection? There are three parts of making a violin;
Woodworking, sound and varnish. The wood is purchased from a company who specializes in wood for violins. The wood is extremely dry and needs to be cut into shape, scraped and fitted together. The sound is
made with putting a sound board into the violin in a specific place to make the vibrations and reverberations
as perfect as possible. This is not glued in, but held in by pressure from the top and bottom of the instrument. He uses a frequency generator, oscillator counter, amplified force and speakers to get the sound right.
Using the frequency generator, he applies a frequency to the microphone and uses sawdust to show where
the violin vibrates, as the sawdust takes on a pattern. To change the frequency of the violin, you scrape down
the back of the instrument. Sound holes are made with a jeweler’s saw. The varnish is laid on the violin, not
brushed on. The finger board is not on at this point. Jim puts on 10 to 14 coats of varnish on with a 600
grit wet sanding between varnish coats.
After the top and bottom are roughed out, you take a tool to mark a groove all around, to accept the
“Purfling”, a small inlay around the edge of the instrument. There are two different molds that can be used
when making the violin, an inside mold and an outside mold. Jim prefers the outside mold. This is used for
making the ribs, shaping the corners according to the template. The finished piece is 40mil thick piece of
maple. Jim uses an aluminum tube, clamps it into a vise, uses a burner to heat the aluminum, and after softening the maple in a pot of boiling water to make it pliable, he uses hand clamps to shape the wood. Jim uses
yellow carpenter’s glue to put together the violin. The ribs alone are not strong enough to support the top
plate and bottom plate to the ribs 40 mil. A lining is glued to the ribs to make the gluing area larger for the
top and bottom plates and make the ribs stronger. The neck of the instrument is rough shaped with a coping saw. Everything must be symmetric, and Jim uses lots of templates. Most all violins are the same size,
with exceptions of a small amount being a ½ size and ¼ size violins.
It takes Jim about a month working full time before a violin is completed.
It was a great presentation and everyone seemed to enjoy it. Thanks so much Jim!
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THE GALLERY

THE

BOB SCHENDORF

FOLLOWING IS THE SOLE OPINION OF THE AUTHOR, AND DOES NOT REPRESENT THE OPINION OF THE

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS , THEIR AFFILIATES, REPRESENTATIVES , THEIR FAMILIES,
THEIR IN-LAWS OR ANYONE THEY HAVE EVER MET (BUT I’LL BET YOU A DOLLAR THAT AT LEAST TWO OF THEM
AGREE WITH ME!).

BOARD OF THE

Ah, Spring time on Long Island! Ain’t no place I’d rather be. The weather is so good ,it makes you wonder
if Moses misunderstood where he was supposed to take his people in search of the promised land. Of course
if you factored in the local property tax rate he probably made the right call. Although, I’ve had some rough
neighbors, none of them were ever intent on destroying me either. So who am I to second guess?
We all have our own springtime rituals; cleaning, gardening and other acts of renewal. It’s also the time of
year when many local middle aged men shed the bondage of four wheels for the freedom of two. They escape
the chains of their mini vans, their Japanese imports and escape from their leased cars and hit the open road.
Whether on bicycles or motor cycles, there is no stopping these free spirits!
Yep, I doff my helmet to those rugged individualists, who all don basically the same clothes, hook up with a
bunch of other guys dressed the same way on similar machines and ride in pack formation to one of four destinations, where they can hang out with dozens of other middle aged guys and girls pretty much dressed the
same way.
Now, I don’t ride myself, and I can certainly appreciate the attraction, but is there some sort of rule or law
that I’m not aware of where they basically revoke your motor cycle license if you actually smile while you
are in biker mode? Golly gee, you spend a lot of time and money to be a biker, I’m sure you spend a lot of
time thinking about riding and finding just the right black leather accessories, could you at least crack a smile
and look like you’re enjoying yourself, while your gang is causing a traffic jam, taking up more parking spots
then you need or parking your bike on the side walk? Because you love your bike, I don’t love my truck, but
you love your bike, and you’re probably much more important than I am. And you, I and everyone else in
Suffolk County want to be in the same place at the same time and parking is tough, so yeah, go ahead and
put your bike where ever you want. Don’t worry, we will all walk around it. In all fairness, it seems 4x4 owners have similar privileges, if you can drive that vehicle up it or on it you can park there.
“Loud pipes save lives”. Remember that one? The bumper sticker should really read; “
Loud pipes means; look at me I have a motorcycle!” Nine pm on a beautiful Sunday evening, of course the
windows are open; you here him coming up the street and into his driveway, and then, of course the ceremonious revving of the bike four or five times before he turns it off. Welcome home Mr. Brando, thank you
for not terrorizing our little neighborhood. Oh, by the way, did you remember to stop by the drug store and
pick up your cholesterol medicine?
Then there are the bicyclists. Oh you didn’t think I would forget you folks did you? The sign says, “Share
the road.” I know a particular piece of road I would like to share, the piece of road directly under my truck!
At least the cyclists dress differently from each
other. I mean who knew there were so many different combinations of obnoxious neon colors! And why
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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does it seem that the grayer the hair under the helmet the tighter the spandex? I’ve always known that spandex is form fitting, but I never realized it could conform to the shape of bone!
Good for them though. I hope they all live to one hundred and six. Enjoying the wind in their faces, and the
blood rush to regions of their bodies that haven’t had one for years.
To their credit most of them are out there year round, so who are the truly tough guys?
So considering all of the above, throw in several dozen leaf blowers (because they have become so useful all
year round!) and all of the inane cell phone conversations you are forced to listen to whenever you venture
out of the house to enjoy this wonderful weather and suddenly forty days and forty nights in the desert and
ducking the occasional scud missile doesn’t sound so bad!
Wow. I have truly painted myself into a corner here. How do I segue into woodworking from here? Watch
this.
I guess I am envious on some level, because all of these folks have interests outside of their work. I myself am
pretty much defined by my work. Considering all of the shenanigans that go into my pieces between building and finishing, that’s a pretty shaky definition.
I think it’s all about self expression. While some seem to need to travel in packs to express themselves, woodworkers do just fine alone in a shop or some times in a small group quietly discussing things that are important to us. (sidenote. Just did some quick research, seems that the advent of woodworking coincides directly with the invention of black and red flannel! No wonder the Egyptians and Romans worked in stone. You
can’t work wood in a skirt!)
Ok so I suppose If you get all Freudian, you’d probably find that in the end we all like our toys, and worse,
we guys love to accessorize. So be nice to your wife next time she’s shopping for a purse, because she may
not be as honestly enthusiastic about your new chisel as she lets on.
Self expression, creativity, it’s all synonymous I suppose. For me, there is no greater rush than to have some
one walk in to my gallery and buy something I have made just because. It’s the ultimate affirmation of my
skill. Unfortunately, it doesn’t happen so often. The funny thing is, is that although many perspective buyers cringe when I tell them the price of one of my gallery pieces, they don’t realize that if they commissioned
the same piece it would probably cost them twice as much. It’s an overhead/business thing . My gallery pieces
are for my ego or my soul, if you want to get deep.
You should all know that every piece that we have displayed in the gallery has received multiple compliments. You are all affirmed. You are all fine woodworkers. Even though none of us are getting rich doing it,
we have all made beautiful things that will outlast us.
So my advice to all is to stick your head outside, take a deep breath and enjoy this near perfect weather for
a moment or two. Then get back to work, in the relative quietness of your shop and whenever possible, rev
your machines good and loud just to piss off your neighbor, Mr. Brando!

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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SECRET SOCIETY OF
WOODCARVERS

DEBBIE NOVOMETZSKY

T

he April 25th meeting of the SSOW special interest group was called to order by Richie Zimmerman
at 7:00 pm.

The business part of the meeting moved quickly in that there was neither old nor new business to discuss.
Iris gave the treasurer’s report that showed the SIG to be solvent and the membership stable.
Show and Tell found most the members had work in progress. The exception was Georg Laue who showed
his completed double heart, carved from cherry.
Most of the members spent the evening working individually on the group project, a Scandinavian Style
Troll. Steve Blakely, as is his custom, mentored those who requested a pointer here and there.
The meeting was informally adjourned by 9 pm.

T

he May 30, 2012 Meeting of the SSOW special interest group was called to order by Richie
Zimmerman at 7:15 pm.

New Business:
Our guest speaker for this evening was Master Carver and teacher Joel Hull. Mr. Hull presented our group
with fantastic advice, tips, and techniques he has mastered in his many and varied carving experiences. Our
group has been working on carving Scandinavian Style trolls originally created by Harley Refsal Mr. Hull
gave exceptional demonstrations to our group as well as dedicated individual attention necessary for each of
us to continuing working on our project.
Much was learned by all. We all appreciate the kind attention and help given by Mr Hull.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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TURNER’S GUILD

JEAN PIOTROWSKI

T

he May 10th meeting was called to order around 7:15 by Steve Fulgoni. There were several lathes
brought in for tonights meeting, so it took a while to get set up.

New Business –
Steve Blakely brought in a Paper Cutter, designed for scrapbookers, that is the perfect size and shape for cutting 2” sanding discs. It is available at Michaels, AC Moore, or on-line at 1stopsquare.com. The cost is about
$17.00.
Steve Fulgoni also gave us his source for these discs on e-bay, Dockboxman. He sells 100 discs for about
$10.00.
A suggestion was made to use some of the club funds, $100.00, towards the Chapter Challenge raffle prize.
There would be four $25.00 prizes, in addition to the Henry Taylor tools donated by Steve. The motion
was passed by the membership.
Chapter Challenge & Show & Tell –
Ed Piotrowski – A Maple Platter, measuring approximately 17” in diameter and a bowl made from Bradford
Pear.
Jean P. – A Cherry Plate.
Ed, Steve, Doug & Charlie – A group project, Mahogany Platter.
Steve Fulgoni – A square platter from Purple Heart.
Mike Luciano – A segmented Vessel.
Bob – A Walnut Plate.
Bob Thielman – A goblet with a malachite inlay in the base and a pedestal cake platter from black birch.
Chuck Berg – Poplar platter with a painted dragon design.
Marty Platt – Mahogany plate with braided copper wire in-lay.
Gabe – 12 segment staved bowl from cherry.
Eric – Pine stave footed bowl and spalted maple bowl with a glass base.
Doug – A maple bowl
Steve Blakely – Ponderosa Mahogany Plate
Gary Mayhew – Cherry plate with malachite in-lay.
Rich Z. – Oak plate
Charlie – Maple Bowl
Barry – Pedastal cake plate, red oak with an in-lay and a small bowl.
Joe P – A leaky bowl.
Jerry from Exotic Woods USA invited everyone to his grand opening sale, May 18 & 19th at his new location in E. Northport.
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Bob brought in a top that was made by Mike Hosaluk at the last meeting of the Long Island Woodturners,
which he won in the raffle. He demonstrated how it works.
Tonights presentation is titled “Tip-Toe Through the Tulips with Joe P & Ed M”
Based on an article in a past issue of the AAW Magazine, they have collaborated on a demonstration on
wood tulips.
Begin with a blank 2” square by 2 ½ “ long. It is important that the block be square when you start this
project. Find & mark the center and drill a ¾” hole using a carbide tip Forstner bit. Then you draw the
curved lines that will form the petal shapes on 2 sides of the blank. Cut these lines on a band saw.
Using a ¾” dowel in a collett chuck, mount the blank for turning. After shaping the flower, drill a 1/8”
hole in the bottom for the stem. If desired, you can use a small blank to turn a center for your flower.
Joe used twisted raffia paper wire for the stems. This can be purchased at any craft store, or you can use
thin dowels.
After the demo, members were able to turn their own tulips on the various lathes that were available. Ed
Moloney provided blanks for turning and Jim Moloney cut them on the bandsaw while Mark Seusser drilled
them. Jerry also donated some blanks for the flowers.
A fun project and an good demo. By the way, most of the items used in tonights demo are available at LI
Woodworkers Supply.
Next months meeting topic has not yet been decided. If you have any ideas, or would like to volunteer for
a demo, please contact Steve Fulgoni.
Hal Usher will be doing the July meeting demo.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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SHOP VISIT: NORMAN BALD

MIKE DAUM

I

t was with great anticipation that I planned the visit to Norman Bald’s shop in Nesconset. Since Bob
Schendorf was at my shop that morning, I asked him to come along as well. This was only after Bob and
I finished slicing through and roughing a 100 lb., 3‘ tapered column - a 12” solid maple lamination to be
turned for one of Bob’s projects. But that’s another story. We were soon on our way. In typical shop visit
fashion, Norman greeted us and took us inside his house to show the many creations he has adorned his home
with. It became quickly apparent that Norman loves to work with cherry, incorporating it in tables, cabinets, and bookcases throughout his home. His work is beautifully crafted, and he generally works from magazine plans. When asked what kind of projects he enjoys the most, Norm says “I will tackle anything that I
can figure out how to make in my shop, and there is always something that needs to be fixed or rebuilt. I
enjoy all of the work I do - even if it is a pain in the butt sometimes.”
As we venture into Norm’s basement shop, I discover exactly what he’s referring to. He’s working on replacing some very old stained glass window frames for his Church. I now find out that Norman is also a master
at stained glass work. “I started with stained glass a few years before I got into wood working. I don’t remember why, probably looking for something to do, tried it and liked the result, and was hooked. Like woodworking, you need a plan which is a full size pattern, and some tools. Unlike wood, glass is very unforgiving, it breaks easy, and can’t be glued back together again. Also it can’t be stained or painted a different color,
every piece must be the correct color, size and shape when it is put in place in the panel being made.” I ask
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him if he does custom work. “Like my woodworking, if I can visualize what someone wants I can make it.
There are hundreds of pattern books available, but you can’t always find what your customer needs. Then
you must make your own pattern, and that is not easy. Every piece, every color must be right for your picture. A rose could consist of 20 separate pieces of glass, all different sizes and shapes and colors. But when its
done properly it becomes a beautiful work of art.”
Norman was always around woodworkers, his father being a carpenter and cabinetmaker. He didn’t take an
early interest in the craft, but seriously started woodworking about 20 years ago. He recalls being introduced
to our group through one of our Shows, and has been a member since 2004. Married for 10 years to a “very
special lady”, they have 7 children between the two of them, and their spouses, as well as 19 grandchildren.
“So far none of my kids are interested in woodworking, and only one of our grandkids might be a possibility, but she’s a little too young. She’s almost five but since she was a baby she liked to spend time with me in
the shop.” As I recall, a good portion of his family attended the 2010 Show when Norman’s “Specialty Vise”
won a ribbon in the Unique category.
As we browse through the many, MANY tools in Norman’s dust-free shop (ask Bob if I’m telling the truth
here), it is clear to see that Norman is very mechanically inclined. He has managed to build some shop-made
tools and improve on stock machines as well. The clear standout is the shop-made thickness sander, much
like the Performax models costing nearly $1000. Another is the riving knife for his left-tilt Unisaw, which he
designed and welded to work with great precision on his saw. The mortising jig is also beautifully made, and
his many jigs and fixtures are found all throughout the shop. I ask him about his background in mechanic
work. “In the early 60’s I started with Hertz Truck rental as an apprentice truck mechanic. The central shop
was in Manhattan and I worked there for four years. The apprenticeship included working in many of the
shop areas in that building. I started in the tire shop dismantling truck tires, then the machine shop, doing
engine rebuilding, then the body shop and welding shop, then the electrical shop, then the motor shop doing
major engine repairs and replacement. After this I was sent to their location on Rockaway Blvd near JFK airport as a full mechanic. There I worked on all types of trucks and ground support equipment that ran on the
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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airport. The ground support equip included, forklifts, baggage tugs and carts, conveyers, and the prime
movers that moved around the aircraft. In 1969 I left Hertz and started with Transervice Lease corp, a new
company dedicated to truck leasing specifically to fleets. Some of the fleets we serviced over the past 40+
years include Waldbaums, Entenmanns, Coca Cola, Canada Dry, Grand Union, Shop Rite, just to name a
few. I started as shop foreman at New York 7-UP in the Bronx. Over the years I worked in most all of the
shops in the NY area as foreman, then operations manager responsible for all shop functions. While at
Transervice I also was in the corporate safety department, covering the whole country as a safety manager,
responsible for driver training and compliance, forklift operator training and certification, shop safety and
compliance including OSHA training for our mechanics.” Norman retired from Transervice in 2007 “after
38 great years with them.”
Norman’s shop is incredibly organized and intelligently laid out, making the most of the space with mobile
bases and carefully planned direction. His dust collection is top notch - before our visit he ran a few dozen
feet of molding through the router table with no evidence of sawdust. I think Bob called him a liar. But since
Norman is an active and original member of the Long Island Cabinetmakers and Furniture Makers SIG of
the LIW, and Bob being the President, I think he let it slide.
I knew I would be impressed with Norman’s shop. From the sharpening grinder cleverly mounted to rotate
clear around a Lally column, the sliding wall of tools hiding the air compressor, to the vent structure from
his boiler room heating the shop, I think he has it all figured out. And I bet he’d be happy to have you by
sometime too. Just don’t bring any dust into the shop with you.
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LISA

JEAN PIOTROWSKI

A

fter a short delay, because we had no key to the barn, the May 17th meeting was called to order by
Ed Piotrowski – standing in for Rolf.

There were no new members in attendance. There was no old business to discuss.
New Business – Andi generously donated a small xyron machine for tonight’s raffle. For those of you who
don’t know, a xyron is used to apply adhesive to the back of pattern pieces to adhere to wood. It’s used mostly for Intarsia patterns.
Tonight’s topic is presented by Alain Tiercy – Converting paper cutting or “Scherenschnitte” patterns for
scroll saw cutting.
Scherenschnitte is traditionally done with scissors or x-acto knives and is black paper on a white background.
The patterns are usually very intricate. Most patterns incorporated country scenes and trees. Alan uses mostly Swiss and German designs for his pieces.
Alain converts the patterns for fretwork cutting by first enlarging or reducing the pattern. The challenge is
in the detail work. You must look the picture over carefully and determine which detail won’t work and
needs to be eliminated. If a segment is to small, it can easily break off. He uses 1/16” wood and cuts two at
a time using a 2/0 blade. While cutting the piece, it is advisable to protect the already cut, fragile pieces with
tape to hold them in place. Place a piece of tape to the front and back of the piece.
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He likes to adhere the pattern directly to the wood using spray adhesive. You need to be very careful when
removing the pattern because the small pieces are very delicate. Alain uses a dental pick, old credit card and
Xacto blade to help remove pieces. If all else fails, you can use mineral spirits to help remove pattern pieces
or adhesive.
We are used to seeing Alain’s fretwork and the detail that he cuts in his pieces. This work is far more detailed
– sometimes using up to 1500 cuts. It takes a lot of time and patience to complete one of these designs.
Thank you Alan for an intriguing demo.
Reminder about the picnic - 6 pm. Adults are $10.00
and children are $5.00. Included are Hot Dogs,
Hamburgers, Corn on the Cob, Baked Beans,
Watermelon and Mr. Softee Ice Cream. Iced Tea,
Soda and Water will be available as well. Members
are also encouraged to bring a desert. Coffee will be
served.
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CABINETMAKERS AND
FURNITUREMAKERS SIG

STEVE PRICE

T

he April 8th meeting was held in President Bob Schendorf’s Workshop. The attendance was 29, much
larger than usual. The occasion for meeting there was an ongoing discussion about finding a more
suitable place for our SIG meetings, one that had room and better facilities to do actual woodworking
and demonstrating. A number of possible meeting places were discussed. One was a restored barn on
Conklin Barn Road. It featured a large open room which was heated. Another possibility was the shop at
Northport High School. Se would have to show that we were a non-profit organization and probably show
that we had appropriate insurance. The positives included the use of their workbenches and vises and possibly their toolsJ. More investigation needs to bÍe done.
There was a brief Show and Tell. Jim Brown showed a taper jig which rides in the mitre track of his table
saw. It was made mostly of MDO, a sheet material with a smooth, flat surface and a substrate of plywood.
He feels it is much superior to MDF and is much lighter. It costs about $70/sheet. Joel Hopke showed a
box he made for our name tags. Frank Pace showed a music stand of walnut and spal;ted wood. He also
showed a bench vise he made incorporating Rockler’s universal clamps.
Bob discussed the layout of his shop., which facilitated the workflow. The jointer and planer were placed
next to the table saw. Workpieces could then move smoothly to the assembly area. He had a separate finishing room.
Much of the meeting was taken up with discussing how we would proceed as a group. It was agreed that all
the members should work on their own individual table project. It was suggested that members should bring
in their designs, plans, drawings as well as parts (works in progress) for discussion and suggestions. As mentioned above, their there was continuing discussion about the need for a better meeting place. There was also
a discussion of having an open shop night at Bob’s shop, one or two nights a month.
Next month we will meet on Tuesday, May 8 at the American Legion Hall in Kings Park.

T

he May 8th meeting was held at the American Legion Hall in East Northport. There were twelve
members present. President Bob Schendorf commented that recent meeting had been very well
attended but apparently not everyone was up to date with their dues. There are currently 33 members
signed up for our SIG. Bob had visited Norman Bald’s shop and was impressed with its size and the extraordinary number of jigs of all types he saw.
We again discussed the issue of our meeting place. Apparently Northport High School and the School Board
is receptive to the idea of our using their shop. The two issues that must be resolved are the need to be certified as a non-profit organization and our obtaining liability insurance which would name the school on the
certificate; Mike Daum is also interested in pursuing this. Rich Blohm suggested that we offer to hold woodworking classes for adults as an inducement for them. Bob announced that he would continue to have Open
Shop Night at his shop the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month. He can accommodate up to four members.
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I was the presenter at the meeting. I mentioned that I was determined learn to cut dovetails well and had
been practicing. Since the current members’ goal is to build a single drawer table, I had been practicing masking a drawer with half-blind dovetails at the front and through dovetails in the rear. My first effort was,
frankly speaking, pathetic. But I learned that while it didn’t matter much how I cut the tails (yes, I cut the
tails first) it made all the difference how I scribed the line for the pins and, especially, how I cut the pins, i.e.
just barely on the waste side of scribed lines. I must say that my net effort was not bad. With a dark walnut
front and rear and light colored wood sides (aspen) it was rather attractive. Now the question I put to myself
was “what the Hell am I going to do with just a drawer”. I had not yet come up with a design for the table
I was going to make. It struck me that it would be helpful to me to review the classic structure of single drawer tables which has been used for tables of a wide variety of styles and designs. I thought that the other members of our group might
also find it helpful.
Although time was limited, I decided to make a
small demonstration table
(incorporating my drawer)
which would illustrate the
features of a classic single
drawer table.
I began by milling some
attractive (but otherwise
unusable) walnut for the
legs. I made them 1½ in.
square and approximateLONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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ly12 in. long. There were
numerous knots so I had to
be careful to arrange the legs
where they would be least
obvious and wouldn’t interfere with the mortises that I
would be cutting. The front
legs are connected by two
narrow boards, an upper
and lower divider, ¾ in.
thick by 1½ in. wide. The
lower divider, which also
serves as the front support
for the drawer, was
connected to the legs with
double tenons mortised into
the legs. (see photos). The
upper divider was dovetailed
into the top of the front
legs. A rabbet was cut on the underside of the dovetails to facilitate scribing the cutting line into the top of
the legs. (See photos) The dovetail socket was cut in the same way the sockets are cut in half blind doevtails,
i.e. with a saw and chisels. The other legs are connected to each other and to the front legs by the two side
rails and the rear rail. They utilize haunched tenons to prevent racking and to minimize the amount of
material that has to be removed from the legs. Once all four legs are attached, it is necessary to build up the
side rails for form guides for the drawers - to prevent sideways movement. To do this boards are added to
the inside of the side rails to create a channel for the drawers to slide through. These are called doublers or
drawer guides and they are continuous with the inside of the front legs . They can be the same width as the
side rails or split into upper and lower doublers (approx. 1½ in. wide) and they are usually glued onto the
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side rails. Two more pieces are necessary to
create a channel for the drawer. A ¾ in.
square piece, the runner, is added to the
lower doubler on each side to form a
support for the drawer. It shoudl be
continuous with the lower divider in front.
Similarly, as ¾ in. square piece, the kicker is
added to the upper side rails, continous with
the lower margin of the upper divider in
front. The kicker prevents the drawer from
tilting forward. Both the runners and the
kickers can be gluded on. A drawer stop can
be added to either one.

These
are
the
construction essentials in
making a single drawer
table. See the photos for
clarification.
Our next meeting will be
Tuesday, June 12 at the
American Legion Hall.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

Just wanted to give you a reminder that we will be having our annual
picnic on Wed. June 6th at the Brush Barn. Please note the start time is 6
pm. The tickets will be sold by Richie and Iris Zimmerman with a price
of $10.00 for adults, $5.00 for children under 12. Kids under 5 are free
and there will be a $30 maximum charge per family. The ticket will have
a tear-off piece for Mister Softee. This is good for a single cone ONLY.
Like last year, the picnic will be catered serving hamburgers, cheeseburgers, hot dogs, baked beans, corn on the cob, and watermelon. Drinks will
be iced tea, soda, water. Also, members are invited to bring other sides or
a dessert if they want to contribute. If you are vegan or vegetarian, please
bring veggie burgers that can be prepared for you on the grill.
Bring some cash if interested in any of the lot of ni-cad and li-ion batteries, chargers, and cases that will be available for a fraction of the retail
cost. These are the items that were generously donated by Lowe's and
brought to us by Steve Gazes.
A special thanks to Ed Piotrowski for convincing Jean Piotrowski to coordinate the picnic this year. And remember to thank Jean, Rich, and Iris
for a job well done (no complaints!) - so we get them back next year too.
And, as usual, prepare for rain.
Hope to see you all on the 6th at 6!

